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O

ABSTRACT
O

This document describes ideal and resistive MHD studies of high-

beta plasmas and of the second stability region. Significant progress is

• reported on the resistive stability properties of high beta poloidal
"supershot" discharges. For these studies initial profiles were taken from

the TRANSP code which is used extensively to analyze experimental data.

When an ad hoc method of removing the finite pressure stabilization of

• tearing modes is implemented it is shown that there is substantial agreement
between MHD stability computation and experiment. In particular, the

mode structures observed experimentally are consistent with the predictions

of the resistive MHD model. We also report on resistive stability near the

• transition to the second region in TFTR. Tearing modes associated with a
nearby infernal mode may explain the increase in MHD activity seen in high

beta supershots and which impede the realization of Q~ 1. We also report on

a collaborative study with PPPL involving sawtooth stabilization with

Q ICRF.
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1. Introduction

0

This report is a summary of work carded out at the Grumman Corporate Research

Center during the period June 1990 - June 1991 and supported by the Department of

• Energy under contract #DE-FG02-89ER51124. This contract was awarded following our

proposal submitted to the DoE in response to Special Research Grant Notice 89-4,

Transport Initiative in Tokamak Fusion Plasmas. The research plan submitted for 1991

• was divided into two main tasks as follows.

Task 1: MHD Stability Studies of Transport Simulations of the Second Region.

• (a) Stability studies of transport simulations of second region access

scenarios.

(b) Second stability region parameterization of beam heated plasmas.

• (c) Resistive MHD analysis of high beta and high beta-poloidal plasmas.

Task 2: Time dependent Transport Modeling of Second Region Experiments.

• (a) Investigate plasma profile modification for second region access.

(b) Study effects of RF heating on MHD stability.

• These two tasks are closely related and each topic mentioned above is addressed in

this report. Specifically, progress in Task 1(c) is described in detail in Section 2, Task 2(b)

is described in Section 4 and the remaining topics are covered in Section 3. Substantial

• progress is reported in each area of study. The main conclusions of this study together

with planned future work is summarized in Section 5.

O
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1.1 Collaboration.

• During the period of this contract we have established excellent working

relationships with other groups and institutions in the fusion community. Thus, in

collaboration with both the theory group at PPPL and experimentalists from TFTR we have

• established an informal MHD Study Group which meets on a regular basis to discuss

progress and to formulate new work. In addition, we are in close contact with the RF

group at PPPL contributing to their studies of role of ICRF in stabilizing sawteeth in

• TFTR. Similarly, we are in close contact with the Columbia group. We plan to collaborate

further in the analysis of their 'high 13p'experiments at TFTR and we are in contact with

their theoretical physics group to develop a better understanding of some aspects of

• resistive MHD theory. In this regard, we have already been consulted on possible

theoretical research projects for one of Columbia's new graduate students. Finally, we

have worked closely with W. Stodiek at PPPL to develop a better understanding of the 1/1

• mode in tokamaks, a topic which still attracts considerable attention in the fusion

community.

O

O

O

O
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O

2. Resistive MHD Analysis of High [3p Plasmas.

O
2.1. ARES Code

Our previous progress report (dated July 12th 1990) included a brief summary of

the formulation implemented in the ARES resistive stability code. To recapitulate, ARES
O

solves the full, linearized, resistive MHD equations in toroidal geometry without any

ordering assumptions. The perturbations can be either compressible or incompressible.

The results presented here refer to the incompressible version of the code since this affords
O

some computational relief (smaller computer memory and cpu requirements). The

assumption of incompressibility is valid here since, typically, the resistive modes of interest

have growth times long compared with the transit time of sound waves, a statement that
O

has been verified computationally Also, although constructed as an initial value code the

temporal differencing scheme implemented in ARES permits 'timesteps' comparable with

the mode growth time thereby filtering, numerically, very fast normal modes of the system
O

without recourse to analyt!c approximations. Finally, the distribution of flux surfaces can

be non uniform and concentrated in regions of large gradients. This gives good resolution

with realistic values of the Lundquist number, S, up to -108
O

ARES has been used to study the resistive stability properties of TFTR

'supershots'. In these plasmas slowly growing MHD instabilities are frequently observed.

These are of particular interest since the appearance of instability is correlated with
O

substantial degradation of the confinement and obstructs the realization of Q-1. Our

objective here is to identify these modes. Here we concentrate on a low [3< 0.4%, high q

- 12 regime ; a high 13-- 1%, low q - 5 case is described in Section 3. Initial data in the
O

form of pressure and q profiles are obtained from the TRANSP analysis code. These are

used as input to a flux coordinate equilibrium solver 1 and the equilibria generated are

subsequently analyzed for stability.
O

-4-
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2.2. Resistive Stability Analysis of Low 13 Supershots

@

In this section we focus attention on a particular series of well documented,

relatively low [3(<0.4%), supershots which have been analyzed extensively by the TFTR

@ group using the TRANSP code. The initial development of each plasma was similar but

•_HOTJ';¢-,_ TRANRP RUN R,4'_1

0.3,r .... i,, , , .... _ ....

211 instability
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31.5.... , . . .5
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• Fig.2.1 Evolution of 1_in a particular sequence of Supershots

The initial development of each shot is identical.
Their MHD properties are distinct. The dashed
line indicates the time point at which equilibrium
data were extracted for analysis.

@
their subsequent MHD properties were quite distinct. The evolution of 13in this series is

indicated in fig.2.1. In particular, the q-profiles, predicted by TRANSP for each member

of this series, at any instant up to the onset of instability, are indeed extraordinarily similar.
@

Each graph in fig.2.1 is, in fact, a summary of a number of shots grouped according to
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their MHD behavior. The statistics of these shots are significant ; thus we note that the 3/2

• mode (fig.2.1(b)) was observed in 25 discharges, in another 25 shots there was no MHD

signal observed (fig.2.1.(c)) while a 2/1 mode (fig.2.1 (a)) was observed in just one shot of

the series. We expect, therefore, that these plasmas lie in a narrow regime of 3/2

• instability, close to marginal stability for the 2/1 mode.

The 3/2 mode, in particular, has been regarded as a curiosity since simple A'

calculations performed at TFTR and more elaborate calculations reported in the literature 2

• conclude that this mode is not excited. Here we suggest that the observed behavior is

indeed consistent with the resistive MHD model but with one important caveat. This refers

to the finite pressure stabilization of tearing modes described by Glasser, Greene and

• Johnson 3. This stabilization can be very strong at the large values of 13p-" 2 of interest

here. In our previous report we described how this effect can lead to stabilization of the

tearing modes at values of the Lundquist number, S, orders of magnitude smaller than

• those of interest. It was also shown that the effect is sensitive to details of the pressure

profile in the vicinity of the rational surfaces. Specifically, the stabilization is removed and

the modes persist into the S range of interest if we suppose that some mechanism produces

Q 'flat-spots' at the rational surfaces over a small distance albeit larger than the resistive layer

width. This effect was described previously and, in the following, the pressure gradient is

reduced in the immediate vicinity of the rational surfaces of interest. This ad hoc

• procedure has attracted the attention of theorists, since as suggested in the following, there

is then substantial agreement between experiment and the resistive MHD model. Studies

are currently under way to find physical mechanisms which would diminish this

• stabilization effect.

Resistive stability analysis of the sequence in fig.2.1 shows both 2/1 and 3/2 modes

when the current density profile is adjusted to increase q(0), the central value of the safety

• factor. The procedure for adjusting q in the vicinity of the axis while keeping Ii,

-6-
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approximately constant is described in Section 3. Both the 3/2 and 2/1 instabilities were

• identified as resistive tearing modes by the S -3/5 variation of the growth rate predicted by

0.002
S = 10 6

l_=0.316%

I_=1.65 =n7,,k/" _ (.) TVTRShot26a_

_L O.O01 _ . . i F_tl_nm_llyn=lunstableO.OO0 .....
1.1 1.2 1,3 1.4 1 .S 1.6 1.7 1.8

q(O)

0.002_, S = I0 e n I
, p=o.3s4% =_" "
, pp=1.97
, (b) TFI'R Shot 26637

t =" b__peTimcllally n=2 _blc
0.001"

°O

o.ooo - . '- • - • - • - • - • - • -
1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.5 1.6 1.7 1.8
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0.002 /

S= ld

• p-o.377%
pp=1.99

n = l (c) TFrR Shot 26627

_" o.ool /.._ / Expcrimctltally stable

/_ -suggesting qocloserto

unitythanintheothercases.
n=2

@ 0.000 171 172 1.3 1.4 1.5 176 1?7 1.8
q(O)

Fig.2.2 Tearing mode growth rates as a function of q(0).

These diagrams illustrate the agreement between
experiment and the resistive MHD model.

@

analytic theory. These results, which illustrate qualitative agreement with the experiments,

were also described in our previous report and reproduced here in fig.2.2 which plots the

mode growth rates as functions of q(0). Note that instability appears only when q(0) is
@

elevated well above unity, the value predicted by TRANSP. Fig.2.2(a) shows the result

from analysis of shot #26606, observed to be 2/1 unstable. This mode appears

computationally when q(0) is sufficiently large; there is also a narrow regime of 3/2
0

instability, though, in this case the mode growth rates are very small. On the other hand,



O

analysis of shot #26637 (fig.2.2(b)) shows a robust 3/2 mode well separated from the 2/1

• instability as q(0) is varied. Similarly fig.2.2(c) summarizes the analysis of shot #26627

where no MHD signal was observed; the absence of MHD instability in this case is easily

explained by postulating that q(0) is closer to unity than in the unstable shots. As

• mentioned above, the pressure and q profiles used to obtain these results were calculated by

the TRANSP analysis code and are both subject to uncertainty. For example, the q-profile

is calculated using models for the resistivity, bootstrap current, etc. Similarly, the

• circulating neutral beam particles contribute a substantial fraction of the pressure and this is

calculated by a Monte Carlo method. Moreover, the current distribution depends

sensitively on the total pressure. To gauge the sensitivity of these results to the assumed

• parameters and to study the effects of independent changes in the pressure and the q-

profile, and since the data is obtained in numerical form, we have adopted the following

procedure.

O

11, _1

, 5.C

9.
4.0.

q V q
-_ 3.0.
_a

5 ,_ "2

2.0

3 1

_ ' .

1 - d.2 0'.4 0'.6-0'.81 0

CV-Vo)/Cv - _ ) (v- v,,)/ (v,,- ro)

• Fig.2.3 q-profiles and corresponding current density distributions.

The profile labeled ql is that from shot #26637 while q2 is obtained from shot #46494
where the current was ramped up during beam heating, generating a broader current
profile.These are used to generate a sequence of intermediate profiles.

O
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The curve labeled q l in fig.2.3(a) is the q-profile from shot 26637 given by

• TRANSP but with q(0) increased to 1.25 ; the corresponding parallel current distribution is

the curve jl in fig.2.3(b). This q-profile was known to be tearing mode unstable from our

previous calculations. Also shown in figs.2.3(a) and 2.3(b), and labeled ql, j2, are

Q profiles from a different experiment (shot #46494) in which the current was ramped up

during the beam heating phase thereby generating a broader current distribution and a

correspondingly steeper q-profile. Analysis of this latter shot shows that it is resistively

Q stable i.e. growing modes could not be found. We then take linear combinations of q I and

q2 to generate a family of intermediate q-profiles using the inductance per unit length, Ii, to

characterize the corresponding current density distributions, since this quantity can at least

• be estimated experimentally. Equilibria were obtained over a range of Ii, and these were

subsequently analyzed for stability. Each equilibrium was shown to be stable to ideal

modes with a 'wall on plasma' boundary condition.

Q
0.0012

13=o.3g_
6

S=10

n=2

Q
0.0008

n-1
0.0004

O
0.0000

0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.g 1.0

li/Z

Fig. 2.4Tearingmodegrowthratesasafunctionof li atconstantpressure

Analysisof shot#26637varyingthe currentdensityprofile shows
• both 2/1 and 3/2 mode. The nominalvalueof 1i/2outputby

TRANSPis 0.77wherethe 3/2 mode is stronglyexcitedandclose
to the marginalpoint for the 2/1 instability.
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Fig. 2.5 Tearing mode growth rates as functions of li when the pressure is varied.

• As the pressure is increased the peaks shift to smaller values of Ii.

Fig.2.4 shows the mode growth rates as a function of li when 13=0.38%,

Q corresponding to the pressure in shot #26637 at the time when the 3/2 mode appeared. As

li is scanned at constant pressure we find both the 2/1 and 3/2 modes as before (fig.2.2)

except that q(0) is now held constant. Tentatively, modes with toroidal mode number n>2

• are not excited. The value of li/2 calculated by TRANP is 0.77 which, referring to fig.2.4

is close to the marginal point for the 2/1 mode but in the range where the 3/2 tearing mode

is strongly excited, in agreement with the experimental observation. Fig.2.5 shows how

-0 this diagram is altered when the pressure is varied. Note that as the pressure is increased

the peaks shift to smaller values of li and become narrower, lt is this effect which

- 10-
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prompted the computational procedure adopted here, since changing the pressure while

• keeping the q-profile fixed can change li substantially.

1.4

• 1_=0.38%

Q 1.2 o 13=0.2%

1.0

.
0.4

e

0.2

o_5 o.'8 o.'_ o_8 o.; 1.o

11/2

e
Fig. 2.6 Variation with li of the shear atq=3/2and q=2.

Analytic theory shows that the shear (r/qdq/dr) evaluated at the rational surfaces is
e

an important parameter in determining the growth rates of tearing modes. Thus, each

calculation monitored the shear at the q=3/2 and q=2 surfaces and fig.2.6 shows how the

shear changes with Ii. Thus increasing Ii, typically means increased shear at the rational
e

' surfaces. Using this information fig.2.7 plots the mode growth rates as a function of the

shear at various pressures. While, in this case, there is a small dependence on the pressure

the graphs suggest that, for both modes studied here, the growth rates depend primarily on
O

the shear at the rational surface. Note that there are bands of shear values where each mode

is excited. Also, the stabilization that appears when the shear is large is not predicted by

analytic theory. We believe that this behavior is a toroidzl effect associated with the fact
O

1 1
_ 11 _

e
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• Fig.2.7 Tearing mode growth rates as functions of the shear evaluated at q=3/2 and q=2.

0.3,
¢Q.

O 0.2-

'%

O. I "::i!/

Q 0.0 :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

0.25 0.50 0.75 1.00 1.25

!i/2

Fig.2.8 Tearing mode stability diagram.

• The hatched areas show the regions where only one mode is excited.
The open circles indicate the nominal parameters output by TRANSP.
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• that as the current density becomes more peaked and li (and hence the shear) increases the

rational surfaces move outward i.e the aspect ratio of the rational surfaces decreases. While

this effect is not understood it has been observed in other calculations and a similar example

O
appears in the literature 4.

By fitting curves to the growth rate versus li data at each pressure we can estimate

marginal stability points. Thus, the entire series of stability calculations is summarized in

Q fig.2.8 which plots these marginal points in the (li,iS) plane. The three circles shown in

fig.2.8 correspond to the three supershots of fig.2.1. Note that there is no contradiction

between this and the results shown in fig.2.2 at the constant value of q(0)=1.25 used to

Q generate fig.2.8. The value of q(0) is an additional parameter determining the shear at the

rational surfaces. The experimentally observed behavior is, however, qualitatively in

agreement with this diagram. Thus, at a given pressure there is a range of li where only the

I 2/1 mode is excited, another band where only the 3/2 mode appears and a region of

overlap; when li is large enough both modes are stable. Also note that recent 'high l_p'

experiments carded out on TFTR by the Columbia Group operate with li/2 in the range

I ,-1.2 and are observed to be more stable than conventional supershots where li/2 is always

in the range 0.75-0.8.

6 2.3. Conclusions

The main conclusions of this section can be summarized as follows:

• The finite pressure stabilization effect described by Glasser, Greene and

lit Johnson is very strong when 13pis large. The effect is sensitive to small

scale details of the pressure profile.

• • When this stabilizing influence is removed by arbitrarily reducing the
L,

pressure gradient in a narrow region in the vicinity of the rational surfaces

-13-
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of interest there is substantial agreement with experiment. Specifically, we

@ find:

(1) bands of shear values which are linearly unstable to tearing modes;

(2) conditions are found where either the 2/1 or 3/2 tearing instability is

@ excited with a region of overlap where both modes appear,

(3) the low li supershots considered here lay in the region where the

instability is predominantly 3/2 and near marginal for the 2/1, in

@ qualitative agreement with experiment.

@
1DeLucia, J., Jardin, S.C., and Todd, A.M.M., J. Comp. Phys. 37, 1980, 183

2 Connor, J.W, Cowley, S.C., Hastie, R.J. and Martin, T.J., 12th Int. Conf. on Plasma Phys. and

Controlled Nuclear Fusion Research, IAEA, Nice, 1988, Paper IAEA-CN-50/D- 1-4.

3Glasser, A.H., Greene, J.M. and Johnson, J.L, Phys. Fluids 19, 1976, 567.
@

4Hastie.R.J., Hender, T.C., Carreras, B.A., Charlton, L.A., and Holmes, J.A., Phys.Fluids. 30, 1987,

1756
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3. Resistive Stability Near the Transition to Second Region in TFTR

O

3.1 Introduction

In this section we examine the possibility of infernal modes, resistive infernal

• modes, and tearing modes associated with the infernal modes in high beta TFTR

supershots. Infernal modes are pressure driven ideal MHD modes. They are essentially

low-n ballooning modes made unstable by weak shear. In standard ballooning theory,

• applicable for strong shear, the largest n modes are the most unstable and as n decreases the

growth rate decreases 1. When shear is weak this theory is no longer applicable and low n

modes may become more unstable. A weak shear extension of ballooning theory was first

• described by Hastie and Taylor 2. Manickam et al.3 coined the term "infernal mode" and

demonstrated that low n modes can be unstable below the beta limit value of high-n

ballooning modes.

• During the last few years the performance of supershots in TFTR has continued to

improve. Total currents of up 2MA and volume average betas close to 1% have been

achieved. This has been mainly due to improved cleaning of the machine from the

I introduction of more extensive carbon limiters and boronization. Accompanying the

increase in performance has been an increase in the occurrence of MHD activity.

Previously when the machine operated at betas of-- 0.5% only 50% of the shots had MHD

• activity severe enough to degrade performance now 90% of the shots have MHD activity.

Although supershots have in general has improved, MHD activity can still severely effects

performance. In the best cases MHD is associated with a drop off in neutron yield and in

Q the worse cases a beta collapse and minor disruption. Figure 3.1 shows toroidal beta vs

time for one of the better high beta supershots, shot 35782. After 4 seconds n = 2 MHD

activity begins leading to a decrease in beta. This particular shot also had a carbon bloom

• which destroyed the plasma.

-15-
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FIG. 3.1. Toroidal beta vs time for TFTR Shot#35782. Dotted line indicates time slice of

stability analysis.

O

Most of the MHD activity observed in the high beta regime is n - 2 however n = 1,

3 and 4 are also seen. The modes often are pure n = 1, 2, 3, or 4. However, sometimes a

• higher n number transitions to lower n - number. The experimental data also suggests that

perhaps more than one type of MHD activity may be occurring since the mode structure

varies from shot to shot.

• The fact that the MHD activity gets worse at higher beta suggests the possibility the

modes may be pressure related. (These shots also have higher current so current driven

modes cannot be ruled out entirely.) The description of the mode activity suggests that at

• least some of the modes may be related to infernal modes. Some of the reasons include:

The modes get worse with higher beta. Only a single mode is observed. The pressure

profiles in TFTR are highly peaked on axis. Analysis shows that these profile can extend

• into the transition region between the 1st and 2nd region of stability where infernal modes

are expected. Another indicator is that q on axis rises during the experiment until the

-16-
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instability begins as shown in Fig. 3.2. This lowers the shear in the center making

• conditions ideal for infernal modes.

• 0.75

0
q 0.70

• 0.65

O I ' ' ' ' I ' ' ' ' I
3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.0

t (seconds)

FIG 3.2. Safety factor, q, on axis vs time for Shot# 35782.

O

3.2 Analysis Procedure

• As a starting point in our analysis we begin with pressure and q profiles taken from

TRANSp4, 5 simulations of the experimental data. The pressure profile is made up of two

components. A thermal component which can be measured reasonably well and a beam

• component which must be modeled in TRANSP. There is some uncertainty in the neutral

beam deposition since it is modeled using Monte-Carlo methods and is sensitive to target

conditions. Unfortunately the beam component can account for more than 30% of the the

• total pressure (the pressure relevant to MHD) leaving some uncertainty in the exact profile.

-17-
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The q profile in TRANSP is also sensitive to the neutral beam deposition profile and also is

• sensitive to the sawtooth model used which presently only empirical in nature. There are

now diagnostics available available on the experiment which measure q however they are

not effective near the center of the plasma. Hence there is some uncertainty in the shape of

Q the current profile in the central region.

To map out the parameter range of the instabilities we vary the pressure and q

profiles around the original data. This can tell us what modes occur near the equilibrium

Q profiles and perhaps suggest what the actual experimental profiles really are. To vary _, PO

is scaled keeping the shape of the pressure profile constant. To vary q0 we keep the

original shape of the <JoB>/<BoV¢> profile intact and map _ to spread the profile out in

• the center while keeping the total current constant. The function we use is

V--new= _[(x+ (1-ct)_---].

Q

This has the effect of varying the current density primarily in the center where the most

uncertainty is. Figure 3.3(a) shows the original <J.B>/<B.V¢> from shot 35782 taken at

• t = 4.0 seconds. Figure 3.3(b) shows the corresponding q profiles. For this TRANSP

run the sawtooth model was off which is the reason why q0 is so low in the center. Recent

TRANSP runs have included this model and obtain a q0 greater than one in the center.

Q

O

O
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FIG.3.3a. Plot of <J-B>/<B.V_> (units A/m) vs minor radius showing maximum range
of current profile variation used in these studies.
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• FIG.3.3b. Plot of q (units A/m) vs minor radius for the <J.B>/<BoV_)> given in FIG

3.2b.
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3.3 Ideal Stability

Infinite-n ballooning stability is calculated using a ballooning code 6 with 1st order

• corrections to changes in the equilibrium so that 1st and 2nd regions of stability can be

calculated. Figure 3.4 shows the ballooning stability for Shot 35782 taken at t = 4 secs for

varying q0. The curve shows the equilibrium pressure gradient and the shaded region

• indicates the region of instability. Stability to high-n ballooning modes is achieve for q0 >

1.21 however with some slight pressure profile modifications the equilibrium could be

ballooning stable for q0 ---1.1. Since the type of MHD activity observed in the experiment

• is composed of only a single toroidal mode number, ballooning modes are an unlikely

candidate since more than one n number would be expected. In addition, the fact that

tokamaks such as DIII-D and TFTR operate at beta limits near the Troyon limit 7 suggest

• that the pressure profile tends to assume an optimum shape for ballooning.

In Fig. 3.3(d) in the center there is no stability limit to the pressure gradient

providing access to the second region. The pressure profile in Fig. 3.3(d) extends up into

• what is termed the transition region between first and second region of stability. Infernal

modes are almost always found in this region.
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Fig. 3.4 C,_ical pressure gradients (units Pa/Wb/2_x), defined by the boundary of the
shaded regions, and equilibrium pressure gradient versus normalized _gfor different q
profiles, a) q0 = 0.89, b) q0 = 1.00, c) q0 = 1.09, d) q0 = 1.21.

O

Although for q0 > 1.1 the equilibrium is stable to high-n ballooning modes a check

of low n stability shows that the equilibrium is indeed unstable to ideal infernal modes.

The ideal growth rate vs q0 is shown in Fig. 3.5 for n = 2, 3 and 4. The particular modeQ

that goes unstable depends on the range of q0 and 13.There is a critical value of 13for the

onset of the modes as in ballooning modes. For the n = 2 mode [3 > 0.65% for instability.

Q For a given q0 typically only a single n number is unstable. This is behavior typical of

infernal modes.

O
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FIG. 3.5 Unstable cigenvalues vs q0 for n = 2, 3, 4 Infernal modcs for 13= 0.8% and
0.9%.
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3.4 Resistive Stability

Three regimes of infernal modes were identified by Charlton and Hastie 8,9 - an

• ideal infernal mode, surrounded by mode having a scaling of 7" S'3/13' termed a resistive

infernal mode, surrounded by a tearing mode region. The resistive stability for high beta

TFTR supershots was examined using the ARES code. Figure 3.6 shows growth rate vs

• q0 for the n = 2 mode for both the ideal case and for S = 107, 108. Here S is the ratio of

the resistive time (XRp = laoa2/rl ) to the poloidal Alfv6n time (XHp = _/laormRo/B0).

Typical S values for TVFR are in the range of 108- 109. The plasma now goes resistively

• unstable at a lower value of q0.

O
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Fig. 3.6 Growth rate vs q0 for ideal and resistive n = 2 modes.

O

As predicted by theory, it was found that the mode changes character as it goes

from a regime where it is only resistively unstable to one where it is ideally unstable. At

• lower values of q0 in the range of 1.2 to 1.27 the mode is essentially a tearing mode.

Figure 3.7 shows the growth rate vs S for q0 = 1.24 and 13= 0.9%. lt can be seen that 3'""

S-3/5 typical of tearing modes. In addition, the mode structure is that of a tearing mode

• highly localized about the mode rational surface. At the point where the ideal mode first

goes unstable but it is still dominated by resistivity the mode changes to a resistive infernal

mode with behavior predicted by Charlton and Hastie as shown in Fig. 3.8. Here the

• growth rate follows a 3' ,--S-3/13 scaling. The mode structure is still center around the mode

rational surface but is less localized than the tearing mode. Eventually the mode becomes

ideally unstable and becomes more global in nature.

O
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• Unlike Charlton and Hastie we only found the resistive infernal mode behavior

when the ideal mode was already slightly unstable. The band where resistive infernal mode

behavior was found to be quite narrow.

• Figure 3.9 shows unstable regions in _, q0 space for the n = 2, 3 and 4 modes.

Both 13and q0 rise during the experiment. The n number of the observed MHD activity

will be determine by which unstable region the evolving equilibrium intersects first. Most

Q of the MHD activity seen in the experiment is relatively benign, in the sense it does not

cause a loss of the plasma. We would expect that this type of MHD activity is most likely

due to the tearing mode. Some experiments observe a more rapid beta collapse which may

• correspond to an ideal mode which has a larger growth rate and is more global in nature.

The region where n = 2 mode is unstable is larger than the n = 3 and n = 4 which

may account in part for the preponderance of n = 2 modes observed experimentally. Still,

• in Fig. 3.9 the range of q0 necessary for this mode to occur is quite narrow and from this

picture one would expect to see n = 3 and n = 4 more frequently than they are seen in the

experimental. This may be explained by the q profiles used for this study. For q0 < 1.2

• the equilibrium was beginning to be ballooning unstable which has the tende,ncy to make

the higher n modes more unstable. For a flatter q profiles we would expect the n = 3 and n

= 4 to be more stable leaving the n = 2 mode dominant. Not shown in Fig. 3.9 graph is

• the n = 1 mode which is also unstable for high enough q0.

O

O
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O

3.5 Conclusions

In this section we examined the stability of infernal modes, resistive infernal

• modes, and tearing modes on high 13TFTR supershots. Tearing modes associated with

infernal modes, in particular, seem a likely candidate for some of the MHD activity seen

experimentally. Unlike the situation at low [3,no additional destabilizing mechanism, such

O
as lowering the pressure gradient local!y on a mode rational surface, needs to be invoked to

observe instability.

O
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4. ICRF Sawtooth Stabilization

Q

4.1 Introduction

• In this chapter we describe a collaborative effort done in cooperation with the RF

group at PPPL to understand ICRF sawtooth stabilization on TFTR. Our primary role in

this study was to evaluate the MHD stability of ICRF stabilized plasmas using data from

• the TRANSP analysis of these shots. These results were then used in a theoretical model

based on energetic ion stabilization of m = 1 kink instabilities to evaluate the stability of the

plasmas. The main point of contact for this work was C. K. Phillips 1 who was

Q responsible for integrating the MHD calculations with the energetic ion stabilization model

and comparisons with experimental data. This section summarizes the theoretical

calculations with which we were directly involved. A short summary of the experimental

_ observations of ICRF sawtooth stabilization is also given along with a comparison of the

data to the theoretical calculations. Theory 4-7 suggests that the fast ions produced by the

ICRF heating suppress sawteeth by stabilizing the m=l instabilities which are believed to

Q be responsible for the sawtooth oscillations. A qualitative correlation is observed between

the experimental observations and model predictions, but further development of the theory

coupled with more detailed experimental measurements is required in order to gain a

• quantitative understanding of the phenomenon.

The ICRF heating system on TFTR has been designed to provide up to 12.5 MW

of core plasma heating to complement the 35 MW of neutral beam injection heating. These

• will be used to drive TFTR plasmas towards the Q = 1 breakeven point during D-T

operations. To date, ICRF power levels up to 6 MW at 47 MHz have been coupled into the

plasma in the out-of-phase launch mode with two out of the four antennas which comprise

Q the completed system 2. The stabilization of sawteeth has been observed both in RF only as

well as in combined RF and NBI heated plasmas 1. RF is also responsible for a reduction
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of core transport, lt has also been demonstrated as efficient for heating the core in pellet-

• fueled plasmas 1. Experiments are in progress to determine if it is possible to stabilize

sawteeth in NBI-driven supershots by applying high power ICRF heatingl, 2. The

mechanism is potentially important at high plasma currents when NBI heating alone is not

• sufficient to stabilize the sawtooth oscillations.

Stabilization of sawtooth oscillations using ICRF heating may be of particular

importance during D-T operations on TFTR, if the accompanying increase in the _mergy

Q confinement time and strong peaking of the core plasma temperatures leads _o an

enhancement of the fusion reactivity or _o_. The ability to selectively heat core electrons or

ions is a key property of ICRF heating that will be utilized to optimize fusion reactivity,

Q QDT, and alpha particle beta, _ct, in the high density, high temperature regimes expected

during D-T operations on TFTR and ultimately in BPX.

• 4.3 Experimental ICRF Sawtooth Stabilization Observations

Sawtooth Stabilization (SST) has been observed in both D and 4He majority

Q plasmas with minority H heating, as well as with 3He minority heating in D NBI-produced

plasmas. In D(H) plasmas, stabilization has been achieved for RF power levels as low as

2.2 MW with plasma currents ranging from 1.0 to 1.8 MA. For operation near the

• threshold power in D(H) plasmas, stabilization is observed only with on-axis heating. In

addition, the threshold power in 4He majority plasmas is dependent on plasma current. A

higher threshold power for stabilization at the lower plasma current is consistent with

• theoretical models 3,4,5,6, which suggest that the stabilizing influence of energetic trapped

hot ions decreases if the hot ion pressure profile is not peaked and well-contained within

the q=l volume. At 1.2 MA, approximately 75% of the RF power is deposited within the

• q=l volume, while at 1.4 MA, as much as 90% of the power is deposited within the q=l

volume.
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The ICRF sawtooth stabilized phase in TFFR experiments has been observed to last

Q up to many times the energy confinement time, as indicated in Fig. 1. The stabilized phase

typically terminates with a very rapid growth of the m=l island, leading into a large

sawtooth crash.

Q

Central Electron Temperature vs. time
5 i 'i i i I i i , , I__ i._.i , I i i i i

{a_

Q 4-

3- =1.4
_. .--..----

., %"Gold-A
,=.

• 2-__: 2.7MW

3.0 5 ' 410 5 ,0

Time (sec)

• OH Sawtooth Crash at end of SST
/-

I I I_I I | I I I' II I .dII |I I.._I |lllll _ i i I i
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_ _ _ 1-

I I --" "-I 1,.
' t o" I I
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• Fig. 4.1 The peaking of the temperature profile as well as the growth of the sawtooth
inversion radius is shown. [D(H); lp = 1.8 MA; ne = 2.5 × 1013 cm -3.

During the stabilized period, the electron temperature profile peaks significantly
Q

relative to the OH phase profile. The sawtooth inversion radius measured at the termination
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of the stabilized phase is also significantly larger than the corresponding radius during the

• OH phase, as shown in Fig. 4.1, implying that the current profile has also peaked up as a

result of the stabilization. Preliminary measurements of the q profile, obtained using Li

pellet injection 7, indicate that q0 drops as low as 0.6 during the stabilized phase, consistent

• with the JET measurements 8 and with TRANSP calculations of the magnetic diffusion.

4.4 Theoretical Stability CalculationsO

Theory suggests that the fast ions produced by the ICRF heating suppress sawteeth

by stabilizing m = 1 internal kink instabilities believed to be responsible for sawtooth

• oscillations 3-6. Assuming that the RF-driven energetic ions can be adequately described in

terms of a tail distribution function, the dispersion relation governing m=l ideal internal

kink instabilities can be written as:

O

_/_+ i[ f_(f2-f_*)] 1/2 = _htr_1/2- 2 Ak(0)] [ 1 + _ + f23/2Z(f_ 1/2)]
L (1)

• where Z is the plasma dispersion function, Ak(0) represents the zero frequency response of

the hot trapped ions 3,5,6,_=co/cod, cod=cTh/(eBrlRZh) =the precession frequency of a hot

ion with effective temperature Th and charge zh, f2*= c0*i/cod where 03, i is the ion

• diamagnetic frequency, _i = _'l/cod, [3h is the hot ion beta (defined below), [_h = _h

coA/e cod , with e=rl/R, and COAis the Alfven frequency. Comparison of the experimental

stabilized discharge parameters to the m=l ideal internal kink stability boundaries

Q qualitatively supports the interpretation that the stabilization is due to the pressure of the hot

ions. However, the experimental uncertainties and the theoretical simplifications can lead

to changes of factors of 2 to 3 in the location of either the data points or the stability

• boundaries. A comparison of some TFTR data points to the predicted stabilization
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boundaries is displayed in Figs. 4.2 and 4.3. Since the boundaries depend sensitively on

• Ak(0), a parameter which is not well determined3,5,6 the stable regions have been drawn

for two representative values of Ak(0). The ideal MHD growth rates for the data were

evaluated with the ARES resistive MHD stability code. Experimental parameters are

• obtained directly from measurements or else are inferred from SNAP or TRANSP

analyses. Estimates for 13hhave been evaluated in Fig. 4.2 using the integral formulation

proposed by Coppi et.al.5:

O

I r_la)l= cE_ 3/2 [?1/2p.Lh] where ?=rl
(2)

O

and where P_Lhis the perpendicular pressure of the energetic ions,

, IStability Diagram using < 13h>I I

0)=-1.0 ne(0)

0.5 - lp(MA) (1013crn3)
®

....._ ® 1.0 4.2

• _1n_0.3 0 1.4 4
<;,... o 1.8 3.1

LA 1.8 4.5
0..11 a 1.8 4

0
0.1 0.3 0.5 I}.77 0.9

_h " 13heAE_
• Fig. 4.2 TFTR data is plotted on the theoretical stability diasgram using the integral form

for 13h. The arrow indicates the direction of increasing time for a shot analyzed with
TRANSP.

• or else a volume estimate:
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where W_Lhis the perpendicular stored energy in the hot ions, as used in Fig. 4.3. The

time evolution for on _.specific discharge through stability phase space has been indicated inO

Figs. 4.2 and 4.3 with arrows. Throughout the SST phase, the discharge evolves towards

the region of phase space characterized by sawtooth oscillations•

" [Stability Diagram using < 13h ]

_k ne(O)

0.5 (0) =-1.0 lp(MA) lO13n13_

• -o i 1.0 4.2

' _'-_°'_0.3 (0) 05-- • 14 4

¢" _ • 1.8 3.1_1_ 1.8 4.5

Q 0,11 ,, 1.8 4
6,f_ I_ I ! I I I I !

0.3 0.5 0.7 0.9

• _h= l_h_

Fig. 4.3. TFTR data is ploted on the theoretical stability diagram using volume average for
13h.The arrow indicates the direction of increasing time for a shot analyzed with TRANSP.

• 4.4 Conclusions

' The MHD stability of ICRF stabilized plasmas was evaluated using ARES. These

• results were used in the evaluation of a theoretical model that includes stabilization of

energetic ions. The results were compared with the experiments. A qualitative correlation

has been found between the experimental observations of ICRF sawtooth stabilization and

• the theoretical predictions, given the large uncertainties in both the measurements and the

theory. Further development of the theory coupled with more precise measurements
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should provide a more reliable basis on which projections for using the stabilization
O

mechanism duringD-T operations in TFI'R and ultimately in BPX can be made.

Q
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5. Overall Conclusions and Future Work

S

This report describes significant progress in our ideal and resistive MHD studies

which have evoked substantial interest among both experimentalists and theorists in the
O

fusion community. Aspects of this work have been described at a number of meetings and

conferences, a list of which is given in the Appendix. The main conclusions from each of

the three main sections of this report are summarized below.

• Resistive MHD analysis of supershot plasmas at relatively low [_(< 0.4%) shows

that the finite pressure stabilization of tearing modes predicted theoretically can be very

strong when 13pis large. When this stabilizing influence is removed by ad hoc methods

• there is substantial agreement between computation and experiment. In particular,

conditions are found where either the 2/1 or 3/2 tearing mode is excited with a region of

overlap where both modes appear. The low [_supershots considered here lie in the region

I where the instability is predominantly 3/2 and near marginal for the 2/1, as observed

experirnentally. During 1991/1992 this work will be continued and will include theoretical

studies to clarify aspects of resistive MHD theory concerned with the stabilization

• mechanism mentioned above.

Stability analysis of high 13TFTR supershots show that the infernal mode may play

an important role in destabilizing tearing modes. The infernal mode is usually associated

• with the transition between first and second regions of MHD stability and indeed analysis

of the high 13supershots indicate the experiment extends into the transition region. Thus,

tearing modes associated with infernal modes appear to be a likely candidate for some of

Q the MHD activity seen experimentally. Unlike the situation at low [3, no additional

destabilizing mechanism, such as lowering the pressure gradient locally on a mode rational

surface, needs to be invoked to observe instability. This may be due in part to the fact that

• 13pis smaller for the higher current supershots. During 1992 we will continue to analyze

more high beta shots. The preponderance of MHD modes at high beta suggests there may
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be some additional destabilizing effect not considered. Anisotropic pressure profile effects
I

as a result of neutral beam heating is one possibility that we are currently investigating.

The stability of ICRF stabilized plasmas was evaluated using ARES. These results

were used in the evaluation of a theoretical model that includes stabilization of energetic
Q

ions. A qualitative correlation was found between the experimental observations of ICRF

saw',,oothstabilization and the theoretical predictions, given the large uncertainties in both

the measurements and the theory. Future work will involve analysis of more experimental
O

data and further development of the theory with the goal of including more kinetic effects

directly into the stability code. This should provide a more reliable basis on which

projections can be made for using the stabilization mechanism for D-T operations in TFTR

• and ultimately in BPX.

Q

Q

O

O

O
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